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The correct specification and installation of insulation materials is a key part of securing Part L compliance and preventing
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The foundation structure of a building normally falls outside of Part L considerations, as it is the floor build-up which provides the necessary
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to ground floor slab level, and importantly, integrate the insulation material within the foundation system. As well as negating the need for an
additional insulation layer at ground floor level, these new systems can easily achieve very low U-values.
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The insulation properties of integrated foundation systems are derived from their structure, which is composed of expanded polystyrene (EPS)
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layer would typically need to be increased to an approximate thickness of 160mm to 180mm. As this would significantly increase the overall floor
depth, additional excavation would be required to retain the original finished floor level. The time and resource necessary to undertake these
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Under current compliance the holistic design of the building provides the necessary thermal performances. By delivering increased thermal
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performance at ground floor level, these integrated foundation systems facilitate greater flexibility within the overall design of the thermal envelope.
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Not only is Insulslab SFRC proven to save over £1,000 per plot on foundation costs

(based on an average plot size of 50 sq/m) when compared to traditional raft or beam
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